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І. ACTUALITY AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM DEVELOPED IN THE 

DOCTOR’S THESIS. 

 

 

The personality orientated educational process in correspondence with the new 

paradigma of education requires achieving unity of educational strategy and technology, 

transforming of supporting education in innovative, which will lead to building of the so 

called “creative personalities”, i. e. to such type of education (including all educational 

degrees) which will provoke creative work and critical thinking of the people being taught 

and their transformation in active subjects of cognition. 

Contemporary philosophy of education is connected with such a model of teaching 

which cannot be developed separately from the information and computer technology. The 

complex relationship between the subjects in the educational process on the one hand and the 

information and technological environment on the other, are the basis of contemporary 

technological education. 
I fully support the Doctoral candidate Aleksandar Baychev in his assertion of the necessity of 

optimizing the conditions for effective education of students through applying of a scientifically well – 
grounded music pedagogical technology in the direction connected with creating of algorithmic 

musical composition which in that respect corresponds with achieving such knowledge, skills and 

competences necessary of solving of different in their nature educational practical creative tasks.  

 

ІІ. GENERAL CHARACTERISTIC OF THE DOCTOR’S THESIS OF THE 

EXAMINED METHODS AND THE SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENTS 

THE DOCTOR’S THESIS includes an introduction, four chapters, a conclusion, a list 

of references and applications, all including 168 pages. The literature used includes 156 titles 

/75 in Cyrillic alphabet and 81 in Roman alphabet/. 

The goal of the researched work has been derived from the particular research problem 

connected with the analysis and the assessment of the state and tendencies of its development 

in Bulgarian and foreign musical methodical literature and on this basis working out of a 

musical pedagogical technology for creating an algorithmic musical composition as well as 

technology for evaluating the creative product made by the students.  
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The four chapters of the statement are logically bound and they mutually add to each 

other. 

In the first chapter the theoretical aspects of scientistic research have been drawn 

while a theoretical analysis of the problem for algorithmic music has been proposed and 

clarifying of main notions in this direction as well as clarifying of the principles of 

algorithmical compositions which has been viewed in historical aspect.  

It should be noticed that the theoretical character of the first chapter has been 

examined in a practical plan with the purpose of outlining of this method so that in will 

provide conditions for a creative process of full value, that is to say, through using finished 

algorithms with automated process of generating.   

Essentially this is an amazingly delicate creative activity which could not be put in to 

practice without a definite level of knowledge, professional culture and intelligence, i. e. the 

whole process is orientated to development of the cognitive abilities of the students.  

In the second chapter the theoretical bases of the research have been revealed and 

also the algorithm of pedagogical technology has been drawn which has no analogue in 

Bulgarian musical pedagogical literature up to now. The indexes and criteria for making of 

the algorithmic composition have been isolated and its importance grows because of the fact 

that they have been isolated in a way which gives a possibility of self rating of the own 

abilities of the student – to be able to transfer knowledge, to solve and take his independent 

decisions through using the accepted knowledge, skills and competences in new situations. 

In the third chapter the technology of creating an algorithmic composition has been 

presented including evaluation of knowledge, skills and competences necessary for reaching 

of this process. All this is worked out in details and the activities of the methodical algorithm 

are cleared up step by step. In this technology it is particularly valuable that the created MIDI 

files can be used in other sequencer programs which are additionally edited depending on the 

specific character of the creative tasks.  

In the fourth chapter the results of the research have been presented. The significant 

in volume and aspect material, the results that have been received and the objective statistic 

working are sufficiently convincing for accepting the conclusions and the contribution to the 

thesis. 

The approbation of musical pedagogical technology gives the possibility not only of 

determinating the objectivity of evaluation but also the reliability of its functioning which has 

also been determined by the possibility of diagnosticating the level of mastering of all skills, 

knowledge and competences while realizing the different activities. 

 

ІІІ. Conclusion. 

 

1. The doctoral candidate Aleksandar Baychev has fulfilled the requirements of art. 6 of the 

Law for the Development of the Academic Staff in the Republic of Bulgaria as well as of art. 

24 of the Regulations for Application of the Law for Development of the Academic Staff in 

the Republic of Bulgaria for awarding of educational and scientific degree “Doctor”. 

2. The Doctor’s Thesis possesses scientific and scientifically appliable contribution and 

proofs and testifies to the fact that the doctoral candidate possesses thorough knowledge and 

abilities to realize scientific researches and on this basis I can declare that the Doctor’s Thesis 

is notable for its originality in two aspects – regarding differentiating and making into a 

system the activities accompanying the realization of algorithmic music as well as regarding 

developing system of evaluation and prognostic purpose.  

3. Working and analysis of the empirical data have been worked out precisely and sufficient 

volume of literature has been analyzed. Teaching of many years and gained experience are in 

the basis of the personal position stated firmly and convincingly well – grounded.  
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4. The doctoral candidate has presented 3 publications on the topic of the Doctor’s Thesis and 

in this way publicity of the scientific results has been ensured. 

  

 

On the grounds of art. 12 from the Law for the Development of the Academic Staff in the 

Republic of Bulgaria and art. 32 from the Regulations for Application of the Law for 

Development of the Academic Staff in the Republic of Bulgaria I give a POSITIVE 

EVALUATION of the Doctor’s Thesis: “MUSIC AND PEDAGOGICAL 

TECHNOLOGY FOR CREATING AN ALGORITHMIC COMPOSITION”, worked 

out by Aleksandar Lyubomirov Baychev and support awarding of  educational and scientific 

degree „Doctor”.  
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